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“THE BOARD OF INDUSTRY”
-*.... '.I X . sa«

T HE battle of the organized labor movefnent 
for recognition of an effective method of 

collective bargaining, has become marked by a new 
form of activity by the Federal Government 
against the movement. In the clearest and most 
unmistakable manner, so vthat all may see- it has 
been demonstrated that the Government is but the 
executive committee of the bourgeois dictatorship 
in Canada. *

Police; Commissioner Perry of the same force, and most assurance its verdict, feeling 
Acting-commissioner of Immigration, Thomas Gal
ley, The reports also said that there would be no 
trial in the civil courts.

J sure that it will 
over-ride the verdict of the “Board of Industry," 
or any other tribunal appointed by the Canadian 
Capitalistic Oligarchy.

What then is this “Board of Industry." It re- The Crown Prosecuter said he hoped to have the 
veals itself as nothing more or less than a court- prisoners and their families out of the country in 
martial tribunal. Everyone of the individuals men- a week. The capitalist press is howling for their 
tioned are paid officials of the bourgeois State. ffl°od The Toronto Mail and Empire, implies they 
They are employed in collecting the evidence, run- ouKht to be hung. Well, that is the bourgeois 
ning the prisoners down, and are also judges, jury remedy. When you have hung them, imprisoned 
and jailors too.- That the Government has changed them and deported them. What will you do then? 
its policy on this matter does not obviate the fact Unemployment, poverty in the midst of wealth,
that the above was the method by which the ar- exploitation, misery, degradation, will they be de
rest ed men were to be tried if pressure had not been ported toot

How

Several strike leaders and other active sup
porters of the strikers have been arrested in Winni
peg, in the middle of the night, and spirited away 
from their homes to a distant penetentiary. Along 
with those of British stock, a few Russians have 
also been gathered in, in order to give the neces
sary Bolshevik coloring to the affair. Warrants 
are out for others, including W. A. Pritchard and 
Dick Johns. A press report just published says 
that Pritchard has been arrested in Calgary.

The strike leaders have been arrested under the 
provisions of an Act of Parliament, hastily devised
t# cope with the present “situation.". So much ** ^ a “nice job" for the capitalist oligarchy.
did that 100 per cent, bourgeois parliament, now V If the standard of living of the working daw sinks, *« .. - . . 

etmoufl.*» ot 1^1-neti.™ for If p»rpo« „f win h. jok Off - B„, hHor/'or Z 
smashing labor’s organizations as a means of “re- process, unfortunately for the Canadian capital- military power. Buttress itself P, *
sisting the encroachments of capital, that the Bill istic oligarchy, has also a kittenish unexpected way maining justification for its exist me . * re*
was reported as being rushed through both houses of producing “nice jobs." We await udth the ut testing wirld-Mnharv MiLht

-of parliament in twenty minutes. Thus one of the —- ---- ------- —----------------------—---------------  ~ **“*•
most drastic anti-labor laws that has ever Been 
passed through any house of legislation, not exclud
ing any country, was passed without discussion.
Feature this measure as they may, as being an as
sault upon Anarchists and Bolsheviks, it is recog
nized as but the mask from behind which, the 
“dark" forces ere smashing the organized labor 
movement- and through it, the working class as a 
whole to lower levels of economic slavery.

The prisoners were at first held without bail and 
press reports said they were to be tried by a special 
“Board of Industry." appointed under the new 
Act. Note the camouflaging name given to the 
board. Three members of the board, whose names 
were not given, were coming from Ottawa. Also 
eligible for membership on the board, it was said, 
were Colonel Stearns, of the R. N. W. Mounted

brought to bear. many perished- directly or indirectly.
Senator, the lion. Gideon Robertson, minister of trough the late war, allegedly waged to stamp 

labor, referring to the arrest of these men, said:* mi,,'tarism, twenty, thirty millions?
“It is a very nice job.” We thank him for that 
smug, complacent phrase. It is a nice “job."

If the sting can be taken out of organized labor- I",man ra<*e now- ”nce the war has been fought,
than ever it has been in all humanity’s chequered 
career before. '

'

out
No man

knows, or will ever know. Rut of this we do know, 
that militarism is more surely shackled onto the
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IT ALLAN SOCIALIST PARTY RAT.T.nen TO 
MOSCOW INTERNATIONAL.

sian Communists, and for an International Socialist 
Conference.

“The resolution added that the Italian Socialist*
,jf:i

meant to take active measures to, win over the 
Socialists of other couptries to this new allegiance. 
The Executive also declared its readiness

After a series of meetings held March 18-22, the 
following resolution was formulated :—

“The Executive of the Italian Socialist* Party 
considers the Internationalist Socialist Bureau to 
be an instrument of the war policy of the pseudo- 
democratic bourgeosie tending to mystify the pro
letariat and to hinder the activity of the Revolu
tionary Socialist International. It regards the ef- (From the Glasgow “Socialist.")
forts of the International Socialist Bureau to re- What are. as a rule, the symptoms of a revolu- 
vive the energies of the Socialist proletariat as tionary situation! We ahalj certainly be on the 
vam; that the International Socialist Bureau has right track in pointing out three main symptoms- 
b*'7eib* horta«* of the imperialist bourgeoisie (I) A ruling class finds it imposable to retain 
of the Entente; that the alliance formed at Berne its domination intact, due to its pawing through 
between the Socialist-patriotic tendencies of En- a crisis which stimulates the oppressed eli 
tente imperialists and the Central Powers proves revolt against its rule. For revolution to break 
the reactionary tendency of all the sections which out h is not enough for those at the bottom to be 
failed in the pledges of the International against content to live as they did before, they must also 
the capitalist bourgeoisie which brought all the nk- see to it that R becomes impossible for those at 
tions mto the war. the top to continue their old policy; (2) want and

“It considers it impossible for those who kept offering are experienced by the oppressed -1-— 
their faith in the principles of the International and in a more intense degree than ordinarily ; (3) the 
those who betrayed it to remain in one and the eanaen’ Indicated compel increased activity 
same organization Instead of working towards amongst the masses. During "Times of peace" 
an immediate convocation of the parties and ad- they calmly allow themselves to be fleeced, but in 
hering organisations, on the cessation of hostilities times of stress they are stimulated by the ■♦«iri-rr 
the Bureau contributed to the success of the Berne of the crisis, together with the action of those at 
Conference, which was merely a sham International the top, to enter the arena as an independent hia- 
Soeialist Conference. For these reasons the Bxe- tonal force. Without these objective changes in- ^ 
cutive decides to withdraw from the International dependent of the will, not only of the asperate 
Socialist Bureau and intends to work for the eon- classes revolution is, aa a rule, impossible. Taken 
st i tut ion of the Revolutionary Socialist Inter- m the sum. these objective changes constitute 
national on the principles established by the Rus- what is rolled a revolutionary situation.—LENIN.

to or
ganize a general strike in order to force the with
drawal of the Italian troops now in Russia.

WHAT 18 A REVOLUTIONARY SITUATION?

r
*•1 • ,.

GOVERNMENT TOO CONTEMPTIBLE TO 
REQUEST ANYTHING FROM

to

SYDNEY, NJS., June 19.—Silby Barrett and 
J. a McLaehlan, United Mine Workers’ lead
ers in Cape Breton, have forwarded a tele
gram of indignation to the minister of labor, 
Ottawa, with reference to the arrest *f the 
Winnipeg strike leaders. The telegram reads:

“The arrest of Winnipeg labor men is a 
of making criminals by act of parliament. 

This union protests against this sneak-thief 
method of arresting men. We pledge our
selves to do all we can to bring about a gen
eral strike all over Canada. Present strike
breaking government too contemptible to re
quest anything from.”
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The Arrested Union Leaders itif? Gnm, Sttckfast. Gods. Gastine, Gompers, Tin- * 
Lizzies. Ministers of Labor, of Religion, of Vice and 

.. Justice, to create views on the value of corn
Readers of “Huck Finn” wW no doubt recollect tdrr-ire the term “deportation.” During the cures, adapted to venerial troubles, of the best 

the release of the “Runaway slave” by the edu- chartist agitations and the early days of trades’ methods to remove a boil or an unborn child S#

S&535SBE3 zùéÊæÆrM
across a ’windowless frame; he was chained to the W; th<‘re being large political prisons already and practice of newspaperdom. 
leg of a wooden bed. To pry off the board, crawl built ; in addition to which it seems to be the largest However, we can be assured that the strike
through the open window frame, lift the bed and and least populated section of the world’s area, leaders of Winnipeg are arrested, every newspaper 
remove the chain- was the work of a moment, and and that is a very important factor, as we shall see we have seen proclaims this fact as true- though 
Jim was free. Thus advised Huck. Tom insisted by reading the next column. A mining town of that in itself is no guarantee of truth they all pro

nSC^r:r“ "FcVob,r,bLr:h 1th*popal- ,h“rtHI™-b-•
to chopping off Jim's leg. By a somewhat similar tloi‘ of *W0°- ha* been rained ^ thc slamP ln eop- with deliberate intent. These members of the 
strategy the Canadian Government has succeeded Per- According to the report-“the people of Co- working class have been taken from their bed in 
in capturing a group of conspiritore, who were bar are stunned, and do not know' what to do. They the early morning because they were prominent in 
feverishly sapping the foundation of society, have made frantic appeals to the government for a strike. The early morning raid was for no other 
Cabinet ministers hinted at some mysterous pro- assistance, but what can the state government do, purpose than to emphasize the dangerous character
gram, military generals prophesied unct,0“f 0 that it is not already doing!”' It proposes to find 0f the prisoners. They are sreordimr to
tremendous events portending. Newspaper leader* onMhinl of lhtm ^ thewbef(. Wh.t could . .. ■-________  . ' "T1.11 ■ ,
breathlessly consumed the veiled announcements ^ ' lo ** transP<>rted by order of the immigra-
in editorials, until the business element of Western government do » a country whçre wheat lies rot- tion office if found guilty of the charges; which - 
Canada, were all “strikers” in a different sense of ‘mg ln the open air, and feeding rats. Where cattle consist of some generalizations and allegations 
meaning to that w ord when applied to working roam the wide spaces, m such numbers as to Almost which border on idiocy. A statement attributed to 
class affairs, Tuesday, June 17, we experienced the become pests. What could a poor government do. Robertson appears in the “Province” of June 18 

the blow fell. At three or four o’clock in It <*ould do what any master class .government It fa quite in keeping with his former utterances 
the morning, nine of the Winnipeg strike leaders could do; transport six or seven prominent mem- fa in blackface, so we assume that it must be of 
were taken from their beds and rushed to jail, hers of the working class while thousands upon great significance.-”From additional evidence oh- 
somewhere in Canada. This masterly strategem, thousands of the working class starve because there tained consisting of papers, pamphlets and docu- 
w as accomplished similtaneously with a raid on the is too much copper too much wheat, too much beef- ments gathered in by the police on Tuesday mom-
Labor Temple. A project which entirely over- too much of everything that man requires. ... ing. only a few have been scrutinized, the citizens
reached the agents of distraction. A cordon of Siberia will do for the present, though at the rate of Winnipeg and Canada will have little difficulty 
several hundred police surrounded the Labor Tem- • Bolshevism is growing, it is quite likely that, order- in reaching a conclusion as to the depth and ser- 
ple and the majesty of the law was duly vindicated ly and constitutional government might be driven iousness of the conspiracy which was going on not
by breaking down locked doors. Gideon Robert- to select a quiet spot for itself, say St. Helena, and in Winnipeg only but generally throughout West-

• mm My8 |t waH a “very nice job.” Of course it banish the Bolsheviks to the other portions of thc era Canada.
was. , carth That would be a “very nice job” t0° “The representatives of the justice department

We wonder did the “Founted Police” as the Arresting the leaders, while a strike is being in due time unfold thc facts It might be in
World haa it, bHe through the doors, in Tom Saw- conducted on a charge not connected with the teresting, however for the publie to know that the 
HTW Don Maneo. Pietro de la Sausage. Milo strike, fa a daring act indeed. No one can accuse records indicate that a special committee had be*
style, and if so did they swaHow the sawdust. Well our^overnment of cowardice. Bold as the city selected on June 10, to investigate and report upon
might the tired businessmen now exclaim “How green-horn, crawling up to a patch of wild oats at the possibilities of cutting off the electric power 
long CattHene. will yon abuse our patience! Do you four o’clock in the morning, they carried out their from ,he city, and that correspondence addressed to 
not perceive your designs are discovered.” instructions to the letter. Some people might sug- R. B Russell, secretary of the One Big Union- Pro-
• Yes H was a “very nice job.” 8«rt that in arriving strike leaders during a strike, viqcial Executive Committee'of Manitoba aeknow- *

Having arrested nine men. something mnst he they have done a very foolish thing, we would ledges receipt of Bolsheviki money ”
done We hear of several charges of conspiring to hardly so so far. but even If it fa foolish, our gov- u% ^ cxamine ^ fatuom$ 8tatement
prevent the police from perfbrmhig their duty. coy crament can .1 way retreat gracefully from a fool- RobertHOn ran bleme it on the Provinoe ^ fhe 
spiring to overthrow constituted authority, taking ish position as witness the law forbidding strikes Provinpe „an blame ft on someone dae In firat

F Bolsheviki money and some few score others One passed last January. , place, the “citizens” are advised that they will be
charge which refers to making the constitutional Of course- consideration is always to be given to able to judge from documents “few of which have 
government of Canada ridiculous must be a mis- the sourse we derive information from. The Great yet been scrutinized ” The facta which are known 
take. We can’t see what could be more likely to Lying Press, an institution in ordinary time vile are „ ritildfah .a hardly deserving attention from 
bring ridicule upon a government, than the appeal enongh, but in times of working class protest, un. serious-minded men, were It not that the Canadian 
published in the ‘press as having been made by speakably rile. We take as an example two re- Government fa apparently hopeful of putting 
Minister of Labor Robertson to'Samuel Oompere porta: The Vancouver “World,” June 17, front thia on “working elasT freedom” by force
This Gompera who was the laughing stock of page says:-“G. D Robertson said he had no in- A spe<.ial committre was appointed to repart on the 
Europe, and who is ntteriy dwcreditedin Canada formation to give out. The arrests had ^ab*n possibility of cutting off the supply of electricity, 
and the United States. Who was charged by a fel- place, he declared, as a result of a decision of the A revolutiqnary project But note the
low delegate to the Seattle Convention, with mak- department of justice, and the department of labor condorion: Correspondence addressed to ». B. 
mg the night hideous with drunken noise- so that was not concerned with them.” The Vancouver Russeu acknowledges receipt of Bolsheviki 
delegates living in the satae hotel could not get pro- "Province,” June 18, front page saya:—“Sir tt<mey » Who sent that corresDondence to Rim- per deep, and when Delegate McDonald went to Robert Borden told Mr. Mackenzie thatthe prison- “ And why shonld RusselThTarrested because 
remonstrate Compere in his nightshirt, flourished ers had been arrested on a charge of seditious con- ^ foo, rogae mt h$m a letter timing to
• bottle of booze, and bellowed for him to come m. spirary Government Council at Wimtpcg had have rewivcd Bolsheviki money. And what have 
And to this indiridnal, living in a foreign country, been instructed that it should take no proceedings the dght otber got to do with this fellow who 
*d an alien emigrant at that; a minister of this for arrest Of the men, save under the authority of td1fl RnawlI * a letter that he had received Bol- 
government—appeals for help. If m such actions- the minister of labor. That authority had evident- sberiki money!
constitutional government consists, it would be jy been given.” The “World” reports Robertson . . ............... ..

not been "mMpended" eerrted the ne<h of this Borden as saying the arrests could only be made by * **** pe*e * 01w? °.
greet ezploit lt htol forthenrore. new, item, of the department of labor, which 6 the ^1
ride by ride which have a slight bearing, on Robert- ifarf Are these bold and honorable “craters” al- ... . ..!?? , Pv / V j _
«of. ’very nie. job." order . Sidney. N. S. W «eking to aroid r^mdbilityt We e«t not h™' m * “’"TT ">•«•»»«
date Itne. we told that ".boot" «toy perwm. ,.n. On. thing only nor of-th. pram lie., **?' “d '"* ?
mostly Russians who «are been actively engaged systematically, purposely, and ealculatingly,—that ’F
as Bolshevist-propagandists for some time, are to fa a fact which has all the validity and force of a . ^ , * /
Tie deported without delay.” The account goes on mathematical* - demonstration-—that two and two more e y re®°8nize®-___  .
to say—“it is stated somewhat mysteriously that are four. We must always remember this one great Apropos of nothing whatever, we rise to remarie 
persons deported in the circumstances detailed are fundamental factor of modern life, the function of fhat npon tbe laFt nasion of governmental kid- 
heing sent to territory set apart by the British ihe press fa to lie. The sole object of its existence of Labor Leaders, we wot off; Governor
Government—for the internment of Bolsheviks as a powerful public institution fa to create views, Peabody of Colarado, who ^asned the order, died a 
and other rebels.” That’s a very idee job too. We, not to give newt. To create views on Tanlae, Chew- (Continued on Page Six)
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THE RED FLAG , % PAGE THREE
.

The Burning Question of Trades Unionism
! il
Q UME >ears aK° one Daniel DeLeon. Socialist, viously existed outside, the unions would simply workers and awakens in them the recognition of

spoke at some length on the subject of “The be brought inside—but it would still be competi- the necessity for “political action”_as the Social*
Burning Question of Trades* Unionism.” Daniel’s tion. Thus we are driven to the conclusion that, i«t understands it. The logical development of this 
remarks were intended to be somewhat of the na- "hot only is it extremely doubtful that Trades’ idea may be seen in the recent action of the “Triple 
ture of a fire extinguisher Nevertheless, the ques- Unionism has ever bettered the condition of the Alliance” in Great Britain. Here the strike has 
tion continues to burn—one might almost say working class as a whole, but also that there seems developed into conscious—though no necessarily ^ 
“heartburn.” Not to put too fine a point upon it, little hope that its further extension will be any class-conscious—political action, 
the discussion which rages (the word is well more successful. A Coincident with this evolves the “One Big
chosen ) in certain quarters over, under and around The union, as DeLeon pointed out. is the arm Union ” idea, the development of which will tend 
this subject is acrimonious to a degree. which labor instinctively throws tip-to protect its to make every strike more and more political in

V The debating of such subjects as the one in ques- head against the blows of capitalism. It is labor’s nature. There is no doubt that a strike called bv 
tion, within reasonable limits, is by no means to be reaction t<* the stimulus of its environment. From an even partially organized One Big Union would 
frowned upon. It is by such means that truth is the moment of its inceptiqarit became a factor in be of such scope and magnitude as to make the 
sought and found and error exposed. But it is human affairs. Speculation as to what might be mere threat of it a tremendous political lever 
unwise to say the least to allow such discussion to the present condition of the working class had Thus it may be seen that, while labor mav refuse 
sink to that level where acrimony magnifies the is- labor not reacted in that particular way is idle. 1° be argued into political action by the Socialist 
sue out of all proportion to its real importance. Socialogy is not an experimental science. Specula- it will ultimately be forced into such action bv the 
And H « to he regretted that the echoes of the dis- tion as to what might be accomplished from now on inevitable development of that form of organiza- 
cussion which has been and is still raging over this if trade unionism could be eliminated is sheer waste tion which it has adopted. That conscious political 
particular subject have been allowed to penetrate of time. There is no indication that such élimina- action is now developing out of trade unionism is 
to certain quarters where, as might have been ex- tion could ever be effected. On the contrary there Proven by reference to the “Triple Alliance” raen- 
pected, they were more or less misinterpreted and is every reason to believe that trades’ unionism in tioned above. How rapidly this will become «»— 
entirely misunderstood. some modified and extended form will continue to. conscious will depend upqn a number of factors.

The result is that among members of organized be a prominent factor so long as capitalism exists, one of which is the Socialist education, 
labor the idea is very prevalent that between them As the conditions which called it forth change, so If the conclusions reached above are approxi- 
and the Socialist, a yawning gulf is fixed. There will unionism change its form in the endeavor to mately correct—and I believe that events will prove 
is no doubt that the impression exists that the adjust itself to changing conditions. As the weak- them to be so— then may the Socialist compose him- 
Socialists regard that form of organization into ness and inefficacy of the arm which labor throws self to" contemplate Traie Uunioniam and the “ 
which labor has instinctively grouped itself as a up to protect its head becomes more and more 8p- modity struggle” with a more tolerant eye than 
thing to be vigorously denounced and strenuously patent, so will labor endeavor to strengthen and has been his habit hitherto: There is a benevolent 
combatted at every opportunity. That this idea is reinforce that arm as best it may. But trades’ appeari J ofd gentleman wearing long white whis- 
erroneous and arises out of a misunderstanding, unionism will continue to .be
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a feet. The adjective, kers. clad in a nightshirt and carrying a svthe. He 
for which the trade unionist is not entirely to “Trade” may be discarded. The form and mechan- is known as “Father Time.” The fact is not gen- 
blame, I shall endeavor to show. ism may be modified. But in essence the instittu erally appreciated but he a Socialist of the most

ITm question as it is at this time generally de- tion will remain the same—aa organization of pronounced revolutionary type. He is very busy 
hated may be stated thus HaaTrades Unionism workers founded, not on class consciousness^ as the among the trade union these days. He is working

___  working class? socialist understands it, hut ,pn that recognition of for us.
Will it ever liable to do so? The uncompromising identity of interest which their status inspires. In 
adherents of what has been termed “The Philo- short, the worker®e£j^É^ganize to make the best 
aophy of Misery” return an unqualified negative of their position akWorkers-lnpt as class-conscious 
to both these questions, and at first blush their wage slaves to overthrow a system. And there is 
position appears to be sound. every reason to believe that the workers will con-

The trades’ unionist will point to the fact that tinue so 4o organize so long as they continue to be 
thow trade* whkh h«ve b«n well organised have «»„ worker». 1 , —- A loi of make-believe npitklht sympathy has

Tf1 b“"r P*L ■nd,W°rki,le ““ J* ,,r *h' «"d as hopeless hé.„ slobbered over the work!,,, rlas, recently as
ditiona than those unorganized, and argue that it the most earnest exponent of “The Philosonhv of , ,, . : , . . ,» which have procured them this ad- Misery" eo„,d desir“ Buf .here i, anoZ a^e 'hC raU" "" reve,1"°n* °f »f *«“

vantage. It must be remembered, however, in this from Which the subject may be approached.
connection, that it ie the stifled trade, generalK says our exponent of the “Dialectic” method.
speaking, which "have been organized longest and “We must consider things not merely as they 1 tali#ts may make a genuine effort to improve these'' 
most thoroughly, and as such they would naturally arc but alwt in the light of what they once were conditions is quite possible. The war has shown 
command better pay than unskilled labor whether and t’-what k perhaps most important in this con- them that they have a C3 nation of workers, and

:.rl..«d ,h., .h, standard „ "

living of all labor, organized and unorganized, has In its early and simplest form under capitalism ° the'“ lh* unPleaaant Prospect that unless they 
been raised appreciably during, say, thé last fifty the strike was purely industrial action of merely bc*tir them8e,ves they will soon have no nation of 
years, and it is due to the efforts of the unions that local significance. It was directed against the in- worker# at al1 on which to found the military and • 
this is so. The socialist will, however,Iwint to the dividual employer or employing interest, tïe idea ‘*omniç-«ial supremacy of their Empire. But even 
fact that thk tendency of the development of the being to force certain concessions by oceassiening ** th?y ao improve the workers conditions ; if they 
processes of production is to demand a more and inconvenience and loss of profit to that particular «table them In palaces and harness them in “Work- 
more efficient worker, that a shorter working day employer or interest. It will not be necessary to men’s Charters;” if Lord Leverem finds that 
and a better standard of living is necessary to the do

m

V

bettered the condition of C. K.?

What We Want ->m

(From the “Socialist -Standard.” London, Eng.)

of working-class existence in the mining districts 
and in the East End of London. That the eapi-

What

1 ,JP than briefly suggest the development and he can exhaust his men in six hours and does it,
production and maintainenee of such efficiency, extension of this idea as the fads thereof are more «id Mr. Ford discovers anew that high wages, as 
and will argue from this that the relative ad- or less common knowledge. We ha/e long since the Dutch say of paint- cost nothing—what then? 
vantage new enjoyed by labor (such as they may passed the stage where the strike was directed Such things, realized far beyond the realms of 
be) might have bcen_ conceded» even though no simultaneously against several different employing possibility, would leave us unmoved. We are out 
union had ever existed. interests by workers of the same trade acting in for LIFE for the workers. The world is beautiful.

c socialist will point out j .\ the competition concept- and have now arrived at the “Sym- Life is glorious. Even work is joy if a man may 
of unorganized labor, both stiifel and unskilled, pathetic” stage. v as Morris said, “rejoice in the work of Ids hand ”
vhic^fonstitutes a large proportion of the whole, The sympathetic strike may be described as a Evolution has given u* the possibility of produc- 
wül always act to maintain hours and wages at strike simultaneously directed* against several dif- ing by work, as distinct from toil, wealth in sock 
'“ p°.1Bt' market warrants and the met- ferent employing interests with most of which abundance that the amenities of civilization shall 

hods of production make necessary. The ueronH- there h. at the moment, no quarrel; the idea being be the portion of all, without stint.
e°rnten,ZÎÎ,Zle *Tmm thet or*sniaation k not to cause the unoffending interests to bring pres- A place in the sun. a draught of the sweet air 
yet completo|ttiM when all members of all branches sure to War on the offending interests to eoropetl of the meadow, the tranquility of the country sun-
? a.«r,!!a.V^ VT °IT*”,r.îd th*T" co*BT<tltion ^ them to effect a settlement. At this stage tW set, relieved of the shadow of onr slavery—are 
ing eliminated, labor will have things all ha owtl strike begins, more or leas unconsciously so far aa they not worth fighting for! Are the workers for

J. , . . » tW strikers are concerned, to take on a certain de- ever to W content with the mentality that can
. tl* ■!? *r» * ni» . *,^r to ,nd fortnn, on . «m,
? th#t, even th<”fîl 8,1 ,ei^or W so orga- Aa this stage develops, the “State” finds it in- as “Uharapaign Charley?” The earth sings a

d<s difficult to maintain the semblance of better song after rain, but how many of ns have
T ÎÎÜÏ W0°1d mWe nwrtnlfty Consequently, each succeeding strike heard it? The World with all its beauty is for'the

aborers than jobs, and whatever competition pre- 0f this nature provides « liberal education for the Workers if they will hut take It.
** X, '
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THE RED FLAG “Nationalization of Women”
1

b- .:.t

n > / - :
ERE not the Soviets responsible for the decree on the “Nationalization of Women.” The 

nationalization of women t

------------------------> ‘
A Journal of News and Views Devoted to the 

V Working Class.

Published When Circumstances and Finances Permit 
By The Socialist Party of Canada,

401 Pender Street East, Vancouver, B. C.

w Soviets immediately suppressed the paper and fined 
the owners 25,000 roubles. (Ruthless blood-thirsty 

This story has not a particle of truth in it, and Bolsheviks. Edit.) Jerome Davis, who was act- 
lias been contradicted by every responsible person ing head of the Y. M. C. A. in Russia, says, ‘In all 
coming outvof Russia. Mr. Wickham Steed, editor my stay iu Russia, I talked with hundreds 
of the London Times, and two aristocrats in the neeted with the Soviet Government. They not only 
British foreign office, as owners of a journal in violently opposed such immoral doctrines, but also 

„ C. Stephenson England were fy-st responsible for setting it out on thought them too ridiculous to discuss. ’ There are 
its travels around the world. They were brought many bitter opponents of the Soviet Government, 
to time both by an Anti-Bolshevik organization in Here is what one of them says on the so-caleld de- 
England and by Dr. Harold Williams mentioned cree on the nationalization of women: 
below\ and others. They withdrew and apologized ‘It is certain that the Central Soviet Government 
for the report. Details of this matter may be found has issued no order of the kind. I consider it wrong 
in back numbers of the Red Flag. The apology of to weaken the case against the Bolsheviks by im-
the editor of the “Times” has been given the ut- puting to them crimes they have not committed!__
most publicity in Vancouver, as elsewhere, time and (Dr. Harold Williams, correspondent of the London 
time again, since the report was put in circulation. Chronicle and New York Times, a most persistent 
It speaks greatly for the poverty of the capitalistic enemy of the Soviets,) ”
opponents of the working class republic in Russia, But, dear doctor, w-hen the would-be saviors of 
in so far as possession of material with which to capitalism and their bravos are bankrupt of con- 
discredit it goes, when they have to keep on serv- «tractive criticism of the statesman - like Soviet 
ing up this same old bedraggled and disereditible program, what are they to do! Two wrongs would 
lie. the natural scum progeny of their own bestial, not make a right. Nevertheless, while protesting 
pornagraphic imaginations. against being forced to deal with such

s* ,!

eon-
i

Editor

JUNE 21, 1919SATURDAY

Freedom of the Press
For many years, generations rather, the struggles 

of the rising bourgeoisie found their expression in 
the abstract conceptions of Liberty, Equality and 
Fraternity, that formed the slogans of the revolu
tionary period ante-dating the nineteenth century.

With the rule of the bourgeoisie established be
yond cavil there still existed the radical Whig ele
ment amongst the individualists whose interests 
seemed to run counter to the general mass of the 
ruling class. Without mentioning any specific in
stances we may say that the Law Court records of 
England bristle with * ‘ causes celebre,” the parti
cular issues at stake being “freedom of speech and

1

unsavory
What are the facts! The Rev. Albert Rhys Wil- details, we publish the following from the “Queens 

liams. who was in Russia himself, has this to say: Daughters in India.” It will show that the shoe 
“Rome Moscow paper published what is called a fits like a glove on the bourgeoisie themselves.

.....“For many years the army authorities in India
dency by brute force alone ; this is exactly where used to recruit women as prostitutes for British 
our free press comes in. Its function is to keep the soldiers, these women being recognized as part of 
worker in such a state of ignorance that he will the equipment of every regiment, and being reg- 
imagine that things are as they were meant to be ularly inspected by the medical officer. On June
by God. as they have always been and always will 17, 1886, under instructions from Lord Roberta,
be, world without end. Amen. To keep thé worker then commander-in-chief, a circular memorandum
in this frame of mind, the free press has descended was issued by Major-General Chapman, which
to the lowest depths of corruption. stated- amongst other things, that it is necessary—

_ . , Members of society, many of them talented, ire ‘To arrange for the effective inspection of
taken upon themselves to say to the owners of cer- bought for little more than thirty pieces of silver, prostitutes attached to regimental bazaars,
tam newspapers you shall not print such and their intellects prostituted and their genius per- whether in cantonments or on the line of march,
such or so and so. It matters not whether the verted all to the end that the ruling class may still a To have a sufficient number of women, to take 

news item in dispute be lying and slanderous or hold on to the privileges that the class nature ef care that they are sufficiently attractive, to pro-
not, the probity rights of the newspaper owners our modern system of slavery has enabled them to vide them with proper houses.—(Pariiamentary

- are interfered with to an alarming degree. Our acquire • - Paper, No. 197, of 1888.’) ^
“free press” is at stake and such efforts as are If you do not believe me perhaps you will accept These instructions were promptly acted on, for 
necessary on our part to maintain our g o in- ,he word of john Swinton, one time editor of the on July 9, the officer commanding the Connaught
hmtanee must be immediately forthcomi g. New York Times. “The business of the journalist Rangers at Jullender wrote to the Assistant Quar-

Before, however, falling in line we who eat js to destroy the truth, to lie outright, to pervert, termaster-General:___
bread by the sweat of our brow” will do well to 

* consider the subject in its relation to ourselves.
Just what do we mean when we speak of the free
dom of the press ! Is it a mere shibboleth, a

press.”. %
Long and bitter struggles they were, resulting 

in jail sentences for numbers of those involved, and 
fat fees for the greasy-fingered law-sharks of the 
Inns of Court. The outcome of the struggle we 

A FREE PRESS.have before us
During the past few days a situation has deve

loped that re-opens the question. A body of men 
belonging to the Typos Union in Vancouver, have

a

ip-

in

to villify, to fawn at the feet of Mammon and to 
sell his country and his race, for his daily bread.
------ We are intellectual prostitutes.”

That is our “free press.” A bowl of righteous 
mouthy phrase like the freedom of contract that indignation goes up to heaven when the Typos 
we are supposed to enjoy! The worker knows that Union declare their intention of refusing to set up 
he has no such freedom of contract. He must sell 
his labor where and how he can. The devil of 
hunger drives and there is no choice. Is it on a tions were banned by order-in-council- the Holy 
parity with “equality before the law”—another 
bourgeois battle-cry that the worker diagnoses at 
flight! The penniless vagrant is immediately rail-

The Cantonment Magistrate has already on 
more than one occasion been requested to obtain 
a number of younger and more attractive women, 
but with little or no success. He further urges 
as desirable that the Cantonment Magistrates 
should ‘give all possible aid to commanding of- • 
ficers in procuring a sufficient number of young, 
attractive, and healthy women. ’
On the same date an application was made for 

wrath of the respectable citizen was vented without six extra ‘young and attractive women’ for the 2nd 
anyone smelling a whiff of It. Cheshire Regiment ; and as it was not promptly”

The “free press” is like all the other free in- complied with, another appeal was sent saying 
roaded to the penitentiary, while the millionaire 8titutions of capitalism, free libraries, free soup that ‘some of the women now with the head- 
criminal buys immunity of every last functionary kitchens and free jails. They are exemplifications quarters of the 2nd Battalion Cheshire Regiment 
from the legislator to the policeman on the beat. 0f bourgeois “freedom;” weapons that may all be are not very attractive,’ and asking that their pre- 

If the freedom of the press is in the same class used to keep the worker enmeshed in the toils of vious application be complied with. On July 24, 
as these “freedoms” we have just mentioned- its slavery. the officer commanding the Artillery at Jullender
maintenance Is no concern of ours, and we can The “free press” is the bourgeois press, and what wrote .—‘There are not enough women, and they 
best know this by understanding its function, who t,jt seeks is not liberty but license. , are not attractive. More and younger women are
owns it and what reward it draws for the activi- As the bourgeois press can not brook com- required, and their houses should be improved.’ 
ties it displays in the social life of the community, petition, the Socialist press is mercilessly sup- Another officer writes: ‘I have ordered the num- 

The most important of thesé questions 4s that of pressed, while the working class movement is too her of prostitutes to be increased to twelve, and 
ownership. Society today is divided into two weak to fight its battles. With growing power, have given special instructions as to the four ad- 
classes. One of these owns and controls the ma- the worker will establish his own press and when ditional women being young and of attractive ap- 
ehinery of wealth production, the other owns ab- sufficiently powerful, will just as mercilessly pre- pearanee.’ During this year (1886) there are nu- 
solutely pothing but the power to labor, to produce vent the dissemination of bourgeois ideas. Every merous references of a similar character- pointing 
we*lth- The class that produces the wealth is by campaign of lies, every new attempt at villifica- out that the prostitute* provided for the British 
far the most numerous. There are many workers tion, every effort to strangle the workers on the soldiers were not attractive enough or that the 
to one capitalist. They own no machinery, so it is part of those who control the newspapers, brings brothels were not sufficiently comfortable.”—(Re- 

’ obvious they do not own the press. Since the them so much nearer to the day when they will no port of the Working of the Lock Hospitals of the 
workers do not own the press, the capitalist, being longer be able to cloud the minds of the workers, N. W. Provinces and Oudh, for 1886 ) 
the only other class, must rank it among its poe- when they and all their kind will be consigned to 
sessions. v - the rubbish heap of history, and we will have a

what they know to be a downright lie; but when 
the Western Clarion, and other Socialist publica-

®e.
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WIWWiilBiW—jj...,- ...., jp Propaganda meetings every Sunday night, at
Since they are few in numbers, as compared to press free from all the trammels of slavery that will 8 p.ra.. Empress Theatre, corner of Gore avenue 

the workers, they cannot maintain their aseen- function as it ought.
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Our Siberian Friends 'Vn

!Some Sidelights for “Citizens •'S
The following is an extract from a statement by 

Slonin, an ex-member of the Constituent Assembly, 
who was present at Ufa and Omsk. The statement 
was published in the Paris “L’Humanité,” and 
shows how the Kolchak capitalistic “democracy” 
was established in the first instance and by what 
means maintained against the wishes of the Si
berian peasantry, and the industrial workers. In 
spite of what the capitalist papers say in Canada, 
the fact is, that almost all who have come back 
from Siberia, soldiers and others, declare that the 
Kolchak regime is bitterly hated and that the mass 
of the people are heart and soul with the Bol- 
sheviki.

The Co-operative Societies in Manchester, Eng- 
which is printed in a scab shop and cir- laud, have decided to hold their demonstration in 

culated “free” in Vancouver, says the Rev. I vena Platt Fields, on July 5, in spite of the refusal of the 
of Winnipeg was driven out of his church by his City Council to grant them permission, 
congregation, and characterizes him as “an un- - * * • •
frqpked priest.” Ivens will be no worse for being 
“unfrocked.” If he has any “Sand and Savvy” Russia, as a whole lot of other reports, has from 
in him, he will be all the better for being rid of that time to time been refuted, and it remains now a 
impediment. A frock is “ho garment for a man in thing of wretched shreds and patches, a subject of 
the twentieth century ; let those wear it whom it derision. This is the Bureau which was headed by 
fits.

THE organ of the capitalistic interests
7'

The United States Government report on Soviet : •«

.

George Creel, a'muck-raking yellow journalist, who 
It is not the first time in the history of the race Kot t*lc J0*3 *or sen-ices rendered the Democratic 

that orthodoxy has unfrocked a protestant, and Party, and which was responsible for the Sisson 
as to Ivens being driven out of his church, by his Documents. These were published broadcast in the 
congregation that is a lie. His congregation fol- subsidy hungry American and Canadian press, 
lowed him to the labor church, and the bourgeois months after they had been rejected by the French

and British Governments, as palpable forgeries.

■

On November 19, having received news of the 
proclamation conferring power on Admiral Kol
chak, an emergency session of the Congress of 
bers of the Constituent Assembly was held in a 
room in the “Palais Royal” hotel. All those

>Kg
»!

mem-
owners of the other one, and their half-dozen or so 
toadies and lick-spittles, were lefj to occupy the When they were published on this side of the 
dusty pews and whine out in loneliness their stone water- the effect was far otherwise than was ex

pected and the more decent of the capitalist organs, 
who had a reputation to guard, were the first to 
expose the fraud on an information bureau only too 
eager to swallow anything and everything, which 
promised to discredit the Bolsheviki. There are 
few journals which care to refer to them now. The 
hoax is a sore subject with all, but those few un
scrupulous Provincial journals whose owners or 
managers lack the elements of common decency.

-Wpre
sent carried rifles and revolvers. The Congress de
cided to form from its midst a committee of seven, 
with extensive powers and responsible to the Con
gress. The following were elected: Tchernov, Vol- 
ski, Alkin, Fedorovitch, Brushvit, Fomin and 
Ivanov. At this sesEou

age mumbo jumbo. 1
• • • •

Some part of Canada should be set aside for the 
local profiteers sole and exclusive use. We’d sug
gest a coal or a logging camp for a change.• • • » •

It is charged that some firms are intimidating 
their employees into joining thf Citizens’ League. 
Of course the boss does not make his miserable vic
tim sign a document to that effect, at the point of 
a revolver. He owns the precious “job” and a 
wink in as 
six kids.

4
a proclamation dealing 

with recent events was drawn up and many copies 
were typed out at once. These proclamations were 
circulated by the Congress in the town and in mili
tary circles. When this fact be* me known, a 
group of soldiers and officers Belonging to one of 
the regiments recently returned from the front, 
marched to the “Palais Royal.” One section sur
rounded the hotel and others entered the private 
room where the Congress was sitting, disarmed all 
those present, seized a considerable quantity of 
arms and all the documents, papers and proclama
tions. During the search, 80,000 roubles 
found on \ olski. At the order of the commander 
of the garrison, Colonel Nekrassov, who arrived at 
the hotel, all the confiscated articles were de
livered to the supreme command of the town.

While these incidents were taking place, a bomb 
was hurled by an unknown person from a window 
of the “Palais Royal” and exploded- smashing 
many window panes and wounding three officers. 
Late at night the Russian detachment, which 
guarding the hotel, was relieved by a Czech de
tachment.

-4

• • • •
A debate has jqpt taken place at the Oxford de-

-*> » -0 apr :? 2
House the times call for a revolution of the ideas 
of the basis of society.” This was carried by the 
large majority of 833 to 120. “Have the Oxford 
undergraduates become infected with the Bol
shevik microbe,” asks the “Labor Leader.” Will 
the stuffy, old-fashioned mid-Victorian mugwumps, 
of the Citizens’ League take action on this! The 
sacred cause of things—as—they—are is in danger. 

• • • •

i• a • •
Who shall rule in Vancouver! Only the ex

ploiters rule. Delegated authority is not rule, it 
is administration, and the delegates can be re
called. Try recalling the robber and ruling class 
Authority, and you may call and call unto the crack 
«'doom.

' .7

were
i

• # • •

It is said the sane m«n of the labor unions have what is the cause of the sudden affection of the 
been tricked into this strike. The sane men of the ««kept” press for the cause of labor. That is 
labor uniops will look after their owgagfairs. They labor of course. We say sudden affectibn,
do not need the help of the hysterice^Citizens ’ because the cause of labor has a history, and in 
League or the Manufacturers’ Association. that history is recorded the crimes committed by

the “kept” press and other institutions of capital- 
The New York correspondent of the London istic thuggery, against the cause of labor. Historiés 

Daily News, reports that a deadly poison has been 0f trades’ unionism record that every step forward, 
discovered, a poison so deadly that ten aeroplanes that every privilege gained- has been secured in 
carrying a little of it could wipe out every vestige the face of the bitterest calumny and the most 
of life- animal and vegetable, in a great city, and brutal methods of suppression by the very same 
that three thousand tons were available for the class of people who are repeating those methods in 
American front last March, and that it w ould have Canada today, even while using the hypocritical 
been used if the war had continued. If capitalism fawning language about “Sane” unionism, which 
along with its imperialistic wars is not ended soon, half camouflages the veiled threat of terrorism, 
there is small hope for the human race.

• • e •

was
• • • •

Nearly the whole Constituent Assembly, headed 
by its president, is now in the prisons of Ekaterin
burg and Omsk, where Admiral Kolchak, recently 
commander-in-chief of the armies of the Con
stituent Assembly, is reigning supreme.

According to Slonim, among those arrested were 
the three members of the Archangel Government, 
who had just reached Omsk after a 55 days’ jour
ney. These victims of the coup d’etat were treated 

The history of trades’ unionism is an interesting with the utmost rigour, but their lives were spared
through the intervention of the Allies’ representa
tives. The members of the Government were sent 

The Canadian Government and those whom it abroad and the members of the
ployees who are in on the inside on the “make-up” represents, think that it has only the Canadian sembly were thrown into prison,
revolt against its indecencies and public immorali- workers to deal with, but this is wrong, for the

working class of the British Isles will also take up 
HP the gage of battle. Labor thinks in international

Dr.' Dillon, the foreign correspondent of the Lon- terms today. Take note of this clipping: “A mani-
don Daily Telegraph- says in that journal of May fegto by the Confederation Du Travial
26: I have watched the developments of anti- meeting on Saturday next of representatives of
ententism amongst Russians with painful interest, British, French, Italian and Belgian syndicates for
and with favorable conditions for observation, and the settlement of a general international policy and
I say without hesitation that their anger against the diseusison of the possibility of a general and the right to strike,
the Allies bums as vehemently and intensely strike.”
amongst the anti-Bolsheviks as among the Bol-

<f^her Russians in Paris have now 

Issued a manifesto against the intervention of the 
capitalistic governments in Russia. Their eyes 
have been opened.

“A Grateful Country WHI Hover Forget Ton.”
Large demonstrations are still taking place all 

over Great Britain, of returned soldiers demanding 
work.

-

one.
The capitalist press can not hide its identity 

under the name of the “public” press. Its own em-
• e e e

11
II Then the White Terror had its sway. This regime 

soon aroused the population in different parts of 
Siberia. Between November and January there 
were* three risings* which were crushed with an 
unpreedented cruelty.

Under Kolchak’» Government all freedom and 
liberty have been suppressed, including freedom of 
the Press and of meeting, freedom of association

ties.
• • »

announces a

I Kolchak is exclusively supported by monarchists 
and by certain small jmd insignificant political 
groups. All the democratic elements continue to 
straggle against him. Blood flows freely. The 
Civil War is gaining in magnitude, and reactionary 
follies are every day strengthening Bolshevism. 
This is the true state of affairs in Siberia today. 
According to the words of the grandmother of the 
Russian Revolution, Breskkovskaya, “no sincere 
democrat will ever be able to support the dictator
ship of Kolchak.”

I m
shevika.” ■

-

Kerensky an THE COMMUNIST MANIFESTOt/
-,'77

By Marx and Engels (Reprinted) 
As good now as sixty years ago. 

$8 per 100—10c per Copy 

Postage Paid.
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THE RED FLAGPAGE SIX

“Peace Covenant of Paris”?i.:r 'fut s Tex-s•
(Extract from “Dial.”) '■ line to take care of the industrial system and its

jS&sSSgzt'gff £,=.-£•■ 3 Et-ZrHjSlz
frtS j , te, °. g ,,,, ^ . ,. * . . coirection this highly technical system of pro
to industrial production. Ihe productive industry , ... , , . „ T . . , ,,, „ . .... . , , - , ’ duetion will not work at all. Logically it shouldof all the civilized peoples. has been drawn to- , .* ..... 6 ,... . . ...... be for these and their like to frame such a settle-gether by the continued advance of the industrial ... ..... . ... . , ,e . . . . , . . . . ment as will bind the civilized peoples togetherarts into a sing e comprehensive, close-knit system, . .. ... ., V . , . .. , . . . „ . ... on an amicable footing as a going concern, en-a network of met'hanically balanced give and take, __ . . . . . . . . . . . „, , .. , * gaged on a joint industrial enterprise. However,such that no nation and no community can now . . , ... . . . , . • , ’,, it is not worth while to speculate on what they carry on its-own mdustnal affairs in severalty or . ,, . ... . ,. . , , J3 ’ , ..... . . , . and their like might propose, since neither theyat cross-purposes with the rest except at the cost , . , ,. . , , , .. nor their counsels have had, any. part in the.( . IpMM derangement and hanWnp Th, k of
,o .teelf and to all .ha res. A th„ la ««p a and me„j.li„a „ation.1UB, witho„, .„erth„ght.
obvious to those who are at all familiar with the 8
technical requirements of production. To all such To ™turn to the **«*- The great war was
it is well known that for the purposes of pro-
ructive industry, and therefore for the purposes teamwork of the soldiers and workmen, and the 
of popular welfare and content, national divisions political personnel. The cost, the work, and hard-
are nothing better than haphazard divisions of an ship fel) OT lhe 80ldiers and workmen, and it is
indivisible whole, arbitrary and obstructive. And
because of this state of things, any regulation or The politi<>al have lost nothing. risked
diversion of trade or industry within any one of nothing, and have nothing at stake on the chance pauper in the town of his former glory, and General 
these national units is of graver consequence to a 0f further war or peace. But in these délibéra- Sherman Bell, the soldier who executed the order, 
the others than to itself. Yet the Covenant eon- tjons on the political personnel alone have was jailed as a vagrant far from the day and '
templates no abatement of that obsructive nation- had a voice. Neither those who have done the scene of his former greatness. We harbor no v 
ist intrigue that makes the practical substance o necessary fighting at the front nor those who have hopes, accept neither sign nor portents, but have
the self-determination of nations. * done the necessary work at home have had any an abiding faith in facta.

At the same %e, that which chiefly hampers part in jt all The ^ntertn<.e has ^ a conc1ave P. S.
the everyday work,of industrial production and made ^p of the commercialized na-
chiefly tries the popular temper under this new tionalism. in effect a conclave of political lieu- of governmental policy in regard to the arrested 
order of things is the increasingly obstructive and tenants 0f the vested interests. ’In short, there strike-leaders. They are to be released on bail, and 
increasingly irresponsible control of production y have no Soldiers’ and Workmen’s Deputies be given a civil trial. That is today’s policy. To
th e vested interests of commerce and finance, seek- jnpjude<j jn thi» Soviet of the Elder Statesmen morrows,’ who knowsT  The little tin God»
ing each their own profit at the cost of the under- wMph haa conferred the dictatorship on the are at fault in their calculations: The little tin
lying population. Yet the Covenant contemplates pol5tica] deputies of the vested interests. By and Gods----- are panic-struck. Keep them so.
no abatement of these vested interests that are

the politicians and vested interests of Japan are 
given a burglarious free hand in northern China ; 
and it would be both graceless and idle to specu
late. <m what may be the grand total, of gruesome

K

Eh European powers, in consideration of that carte ' 
blanche of indecency. So al^> is the arrangement 
between the great powers for the suppression of 
Soviet Russia, for the profit of the vested interest» 
identified with these Powers and at the cost of the 
underlying population ; the due parceling oat of 
concessions and natural resources in foreign parts, 
incident to that convention" of smuggled warfare", 
will doubtless have consumed a formidable total 
of time, ingenuity, and effrontery. But the 
Covenant being an instrument of commercialized

m

■F
:

com-
KP

nationalism, all these things have had to be seen
to f>"~' r ■ " • „

fought out and peace was brought within sight by Thorstein Veblen.
fir
I THE ARRESTED UNION LEADERS.
m
Ely» ■ chiefly their fortune that is now in the balance. (Continued from Page Two)
I:
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E

m

-

On the eve of going to press we learn of a change

i
mi
m

“Pleasant it is for the little tin Gods 
When Great Jove node.
Bnt, the little tin Gods make their mistake» 
In missing the hour when Jove awakes.”

large, neither the wishes nor the welfare of the 
fast approaching the limit of popular tolerance; the workmen, or the industrial system as
for the Covenant is a political instrument, made a cen<.ern, have risibly been consulted in
and provided for the rehibildation of Mid-Vic- thp drafting of thia Covenant. However, to avoid 
torian political intrigue and for the upkeep of the a), appearance of ^^less over-statement, it 
vested interests of commerce and finance. The 
cry of the common man has been :What shall we 
do to be saved from war abroad and dissension 
at hornet And the answer given in the Covenant 
is the good old answer of the elder statesmen of 
the Old Order—provision of armed force suf-‘ 
ficient to curb any uneasy drift of sentiment 
among the underlying populate, with the due ad
vice and consent of the dictatorship established

m

should perhaps be noted in qualification that the 
American workmen may be alleged to have been 
represented at this eourt of elder statesmen, in-

Another Bouget of Rhetorical Verbiage.
Wit"

“The object of all reform in the relations of 
formally, unofficially, and irresponsibly, by the rapital and labor must,” says President WilsOn in 
sexton beadle of the A. P. of L., but it will be ad- his message to the American Congress, “be th» 
mitted that this qualification makes no serions genuine democratizing of industry, based upon »

full recognition of the right of those who work, of 
Neither the value nor the cost of this Covenant whatever rank, to participate in some organic way 

are fairly to be appreciated apart from its back- iu every decision which directly affects their wel- 
trround and the purposes and interests which are fare, or tbçlpart they play in industry.” But, say» 
moving in the background. As it now looms up Pkilip Snowdon, “It is quite evident from what
against this murky background of covert agree- follows this rbectorical declaration that the Pre- __
ments covertly arrived at during the past months, sident has no more grasp of what this statement 
the Covenant is beginning to look like a last implies or involve» than he has of Internationa1 
perate concert of crepuscular statesmanship for politics. If President Wilson’s intimate friends 
the preservation of the civilized world’s kept and advisers have any influence with him, they 
classes and vested interests in the face of a men- would be rendering a service both to him and to 
acing situation. Therefore, in case the Covenant the world if they could prevail upon him to retire 
should yet prove to be so lasting and serve this into'the obscurity of his professorial chair from 
turn so well as materially to deflect the course which obscurity he ought never to have emerged.” 
of events, what is likely to be of material conse
quence to the fortunes of mankind is chiefly the

inroad on the broader statement above.
»

by the elder statesmen.
Now, the great war was precipitated by the 

malign growth of just such a commercialized na
tionalism within this industrial system, and was 
fought to a successful issue as a struggle of in
dustrial forces and, With the purpose of establish
ing an enduring peace of industrial prosperity and 
content ; at least so they say. It should accord
ingly have seemed reasonable <b entrust the set
tlement to those men who know something about 
the working and requirements of this industrial 
system on which the welfare of tnankihd finally 
turns. To an* man whose perspective .is not con
fined within the Mid-Victorian political traditions, 
it would seem that the first move toward an en
during peace would be abatement of the vested 
interests and national pretensions wherever they 
touch the conduct of industry ; and the men to do 
this work should logically be those who know the 
needs of the industrial system and are not biased 
by commercial incentives. An enduring settle
ment should be entrusted to reasonably unbiased 
production engineers, rather than to the awe
struck political lieutenants of the vested interests. 
These men, technical specialists, over-workmen, 
skilled foremen of the system, are expert in the 
ways and means of industry and know something, 
of the material conditions of life that surround

*
Xx

The White Terror In Belgium.
outcome of this furtive traffic in other men’s _____ v~. ‘ ^jgjl
good between the deputies of the great powers, in Belgium martial law is still being enforCfed qp 
which underlies and- conditions the stilted for- with the utmost rigor. Sentences of hard labor for 
nudities of the instrument itself. Little is known, political opinions are almost too numerous to men- 
and perhaps less is intended to be known, of this tien. 'Ten thousand cases are already in prepara- 
furtive traffic in ether men’s goods. Hitherto the tien, and more yean of imprisonment have been 
1 ‘ High Contracting Parties” have been at pains to awarded since the Armistice, than by the Germans 
give out no “information which might be useful in all their occupation. • 
to the enemy.”

Whafi and how many covert agreements have 
been covertly arrived at during these four or five 
months of diplomatic twilight wüt not be known 
for some time yet. A decent cover still hides 
what may be hidden, which is presumably just as 

. . „ - . ,.. ,. , well. And yet. even if one had best not see him
the com man man, at the same time that they are face to faep m*. raay still infer something as to 
familiar with the available resources and the uses t|,e nature of the beast from the shape of his 
to which they are to he turned. Of necessity in hoof A little something in that way is coming 
war and peace, it is for thebe workmen of the top rif|,t now $„ the shameful transaction by which

\
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Infamous Methods Used by Dominion 
Secret Service Emergency Agents
Hands Out Doctored Copies of R. B. Russell’s Corres

pondence to the Press in an Attempt to Prejudice 
His Case, Subvert Ends of Justice and Mislead 
General Public in Attempt to Justify Railroading 
Strike Officials to Penitentiary

v<

/

. 4
m *l ...

PRITCHARD DENIES SILLY CHARGE. ■it ■ ~m
&■r m 

-
-

A Calgary daily press despatch under date 
W. A. Pritchard, a proui- 

was ar-
of June 20, says :
inent labor man of Vancouver, who 
rested here last night on a warrant issued at 
Winnipeg, charging him with conspiracy, 
along with the other strike leaders arrested 
there, has been remanded till Monday by the 
police magistrate. “Everything I have done 
Is open and above board. 1 belong to a school 
of thought that disdains any concealment, and 
can not see where I have been guilty of any 
conspiracy, ** said Pritchard, when interview- 

Tie Western I^abor News, special strike ed in his cell "by the Canadian Press, 
edition No. 31, prints the following:

“The evening papers contained an official

-I #i

--------------

AS REPORTED IN THE DAILY PRESS WESTERN LABOR NEWS’ COMMENT

“Following my night letter regarding the 
Winnipeg situation, -1 will give you an out
line of the happenings. At the last Trades 
and Labor Council meeting we had a great 
victory and killed the Labor Party for sure 
We had another mass meeting called for last 
Sunday to discuss the causes of the Uennan 
revolution, under auspices of the party.

“Your letter with due stamps and charter 
application received; also we received under 
separate cover copies of ‘Soviet^ at Work’, 
and the bill for M. P. I. indebtedness which 1 
will take up and remit cheque to cover same 
in * day or two. . . .

“They realize that we have pretty near got 
control of the Trades and Labor Council, and, 

'believe me, when we get it, we will use it to 
our advantage. .

He is .
taking the matter of his arrest very calmly, 
save that he ie worried about the effect on his 

statement comprising the text of several let- wife, who Is of rather delicate health. One 
ters which it is said fell into the hands of the of the local lajxir men here will leave for the 
authorities Tuesday morning when the Labor coast tonight to reassure Mrs. Pritchard. 
Temple was raided. ' , Pritchard asked to be put into touch with

“Much is made of the statement said to be Alderman Broach, labor leader, 
found in a letter to R. B. Russell : ‘I have

v-^I

„-3

as soon as he
was arrested, but his request was not 

just got a shipment of Bolshevik funds for this plied with until this morning.
purpose.’ Whether the purpose referred to is *• ___________
the formation of the One Big Union is not 
clear from the letter.# But in any case the 
phrase ‘Bolshevik funds’ is taken altogether 
too seriously. As all workers know, the term 
Bolshevik has been in common use to signify 
those identified with the radical wing of the trial b> lhe method of suggestion:

The Toronto Mail and Empire says:
“The government must not stop half way 

or listen to the counsels of the solemn owls 
who undertake to utter claptrap in the name 
of the citizens.

eoni-

HYSTERIA OF THE “KEPT” PRESS.
m

An example of how the “kept” press hypno
tizes the public and prejudices a ease before ac

working class movement. Sometimes it was 
used in jest ; frequently it was applied to the 
Socialist Party of Canada who claimed to be 
out-and-outers in the opposition to the Labor 
Party group, who were charged with being 
merely bourgeoise reformers. An ordinary 
worker would never imagine from reading ^ **“g who did their best to throttle

it and set Up a rebel government.
“Riel was hanged for resorting to arms to 

“So when Mr. Russell is said to have stated do wbet they were attempting.” 
that ‘we have pretty nearly got control of the 
Trades and Labor €krancil and believe me we 
will use it to our advantage- ’ he refers to the 
Socialist Party of Canada, which regards the 
Labor Party as a rival political organization.

Bolshevism’ in Canada is not Russian 
Bolshevism. It is a q>iril of revolt against 
high-handed action and merciless e 
That 'Bolshevism ’ is growine 
perhaps hardly safe to say ajt 

•a great many more are

; the Duke of Devonshire reported in 
last night’s paper as saying . . . ‘that Bol
shevism requires dark and hidden places in 
which to flourish and that if taken in time and 
dealt with in the proper manner it can be out- 
roeted.’ If his statement is correct the action 
of the authorities in attempting to drive us 
to dark and hidden cornera is in our best in-

“I

zL
vc Winnipeg purg-“The citizens want

the letter that, the funds referred to 
from the Bolshevist organization.

came

I
t<

“If you send down 500 copies of the Soviets 
at Work we will get them out amongst the 
soldiers and ace if it helps.

“With best wishes to yourself and the com
rades of the D. S. G 
'‘Yours for socialism.

The riot at Winnipeg is reported to have 
commenced around a man who was drunk at 
the edge of the crowd. Watch out! There 

> -, method in these men’s drunkenness. They
xploitation. are hired trouble-makers, 

rapidly. It is discipline, 
labor men and . _____________

<4 «

; Keep order and<
: %

“PA—Good reports from Toronto and E -] -33
Montreal. Will send them later.” Bolshevists.”

What on earth would all the broken-down 
Some of our number are “in” because you han**nM)n d°. »nyway. if some “*>ceial ser- 

to stay on the job if it takes all the police are “out.” It will be the duty of those still 7“*” wwk eeuld not be jigged up Ur them 
they can hire to suppress any who dare to at liberty to see that the Ottawa bell-hops for in the* trying days of distress—to profiteers? 
protest.

• ; t _
The Hired Help of the Profiteers at Ottawa' 

do not propose to seek re-election at’ this or 
any other time, if they can help it. They 
prefer government by order-in-council.

=
The Profiteers’ Soviet at Ottawa has decided i

“ -
y the profiteers do not over-reaeh themselves.I

The Citizens’ League needs no money to Thc T” Wrvi<* of *** 106,1 <*•% P««

-r ; “Tt - ■-*" - TJSZ2*iP£Sigf£2*Sfiof workers who dare to protest. The Profiteers Typo. Union found it necessary to protest
__ *** to that. Corporation “publicity” pro- against being parties to the prostitution of
Hiving fought for Democracy in Europe, meters prepare and “cook” the data needed whet

for the occasion.

S -
*

hitherto been called the “public”
let’s have some of it in Canada!B

(OVER)
//

■ - '

'M
governments hi history. Yet H was a Prenehstites^” *■ 
man who some month* age said with reference to tlWif

that the French Government would net acetative”

■*1the the of those who eomteopiate 

The ways of diplomacy are inscrutable Indeed.v

19
his recognition.! ^Finland 7— the
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Attempt to Twist Entirely Innocent Correspondence 
Into incriminating “Dreyfus” Documents Is Exposed

t- . bnn£ y°u west t0 address a meeting of the railroad organizations. If job can do tins let me know The internat ‘ i‘ “ P°9slble 
stand all expense. I have just received a shipment of Bolshevik funds for this purpose." Seeing the term wtil
one who has a kick, from school children wanting a longer or a shorter meti-h^ir,^monastery Lests stnk.^trLt ^ * 6Ver7
the government has discovered a mare’s nest. However, that is not our concern. The letter writteTbv r r r fiTUb' we fancr
Vancouver Sun. June 21, was addressed to C. Stephenson, weretary of the Dominion Executive ^the Socialist ^ ?"
the government and the press have done to date affords us greater satisfaction. When a powerful institu^T^^ 0^^ ^
can, through its representative officials- act in such a thoroughly despicable manner, we kno* they have ab JLifJL government
comrades. In the first place, "the sender of the Bolshevik letter has not been disclosed =~- — «gainst our arrested
In the second the name of the recipient of the second letter has been withheld. Thirdly it 
has been deliberately mutilated to arouse resentment among the strikers. The entire letter
is herewith printed without comment at present, except in regard to the "Dark Places, being „ v»»,,. a c j.n ,
in our interest. " . s E™«*t J. Chamber*. Ksq.. ' • **'*•

We have always worked in the open. We have been raided several times. For months Ottawa, ont. °r <anada-

mails have been opened by government agents; not only official matter, but private mail «0®%^ot ,b* «».u
•of individuals has been abused. Our paper, the Western Clarion, has been suppressed. And \ll £ £$885 lï
yet in face of these facts which suggest that the government must know as much about our n<7,er1nmT 
business as we oursdves do, HO ATTEMPT HAS BEEN MADE TO SUPPRESS ÜB, ah
though all other ion-scientific and semi-secret organizations have been suppressed. Any- w„„« ooe or mnrr
thing we are guilty of now, we. were guilty of any time the last twenty years. We therefore *^*j£*S*» S5T2ÎLb€
ask the wage slaves of Canada to carefully analyze the present conduct of the government ^ “ft
agents in Winnipeg, and judge it such matters arc compatible with a good case or is it the p”p«“ÏÏ#kn. ^ond0“ü0' *«•*•«*-'? £
lart desperate effort of a lost cause? , SSSSS “ ^

We also publish one of the many letters we have addressed to the Chief Press Censor’s wVyouDrtm“V£r<Uw’ b“ ^n° tm,£k/ilcb’
V- 0fflce; *° thb one* we ^ M we have °o reply on our files. ggfeg

5S. -»£S.rSB, ',7 S5JK5TS Æ
in'îiriHennd <Tly the application of the principle 
in British law that the accused be furnished with « 
properly formulated charge, that the "iSciflc n^in.
KU*nllnn> * v w***c*1 we hare erred be brought to eur 
attention, lou persist in Ignoring these requests 

hithtr you caq aimwer MBd will not 1 
cannot. To no other conclusion will mr rtblics to "“lA*^0*^.**1**" “ *• *rrlw».> r n,P“e* to
th^t we “rly^e»nim.U,10 d,»Uectl> understood 
11,11 "e Bre n°t wllllns to be suppressed solelv ka cause our analysis of history. our teVchânMiTof ec^î"

dr- "ol *“®««>to.r coïncide with 
the view of these sciences adopted by your denari"**«“ .K1fa,,,ee SOme detlall, charge ory?nformatioa 
upon this matter we will take the highest court known, that of public opinion. In‘which 
we cannot and .hall not be Rented a hearing

Sincerely yours.
C. STEPHENS! >.V

iH

:\

tmk dovimou KxacmvK
•f heerrtary. «H Pender

our

* O

%

%
DOMINION EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE,. 

SOCIALIST PARTY OF CANADA.
■

±
Winnipeg, Man., Jan, 30, 1919. 

Mr. C. Stephenson: ,
Dear Comrade: You letter with due-stamps and 

charter applications received, also due-books re
ceived unttgr separate cover, with copy of “Soviets 
at Work," alhd bill for M. 1». K:. indebtedness which 
I will take up and remit cheque to coyer same in a 
day or two.

Following my night-letter regarding the Winni
peg situation, 1 will, give you an outline of the hap
penings. At the last Trades and Labor Council 
meeting, we had a great victory and killed the 
Labor Party for sure. We had another mass 
lng called for last Sunday to discuss the causes of 
the German Revolution, under the auspices of the 
Party. It appears that the Great War Veterans 
approached the management of the theatre and 
told them if they opened the ' theatre there would 
be trouble.

agreed, provided the returned soldiers would take 
their Jobs—but he told them they would not take 
the work, as only aliens would do It. 
firms have all agreed to fire th« aliens if the return
ed soldiers agreed to stop rioting and all has been 
quiet. There lias been considerable damage. Rlum- 
enberg Shop is all smashed up.' The Swifts plant L 
closed up, having fired about 500 aliens and they 
have sent a letter to the returned soldiers to supply 
them with 500 men, but they will not take the Jobe, 
with the result that the soldiers" committee doesn't 
know what to do.

They have called a mass-meeting for Thursday 
night, and thè Board of Trade has given them the 
industrial Bureau free, provided no socialist, are 
allowed to attend.

The newspapers have been very active, diverting 
their attention to the foreigner and trying to place 
the blame on the Socialist Party of Canada, aa a.- 
also been the Board of Trade, who have demanded 
the mayor to prohibit all meetings of a contentious 
nature, who has

The other

yen

meet-

plaining our petition... _ I am trying to arrange to
get addressing the returned men, as quite a number 
of them are starting to see a little light and think,» <®‘ * " 
there is something wrong.

However, we will have another issue of our paper 
out next week, but we are now minus rooms, and 
everybody scared to rent us space; but we will get 

lmve developed Into a labor trouble or*r \
eaaon the soldiers and labor people 1 "• the Duke ot Devonshire reported in last 

ought to get together and solve the problem. Makes nl**',’e P«P*r as saying that Bolshevism requires 
one feel like presenting them with a bottle of glu< d*rk and hldden Places In which to flourish and If
so that they can stick together. taken in time and dealt with In the proper manner

However, in another part of the paper, where the 11 cen b*' outrooted. If hie statement is correct the
interview that was held between the labor aldermen, actlons ot thy authorities, la attempting to drive 
the mayor, the Board of Trade, and retured soldiers, 01 *° <*ar* Bnd hidden corners, (| in our best Inter-
the paper states ti»t the labor members stated In* rsta' But- to drew this over-long letter to an end.
no uncertain tones that they had no connection with 1 can aeeure rou that every attempt to a 
the Socialist Party of Canada, neither had they any- wl" only *hre us more determination to
thing to do with #iy of their meetings; in fact they until we •t"P out of o
are reported as saying that the ultra-socialists are pend on us to get at the workers In
our worst enemies. This Is good food for the cap!- we can hold meetings again.
tallst press, which makes the meet of it, and they _If 700 ewd “• down copies of the Soviets at 
realise that we have pretty nearly got control of the w# will get them out amongst the soldiers
Trades and Labor Council, and believe me, when we **" *®* “ ** bttpm. _s. ^
get It we will use it to our advantage. ; wU1 c,ose now and will seed you cheque for bill

In yesterday, paper they are «till attempting to »ubmltt*d to » couple of days, 
direct the' attention of the soldier, to the socialists, ___
saying that the solders are watching for an an- coaMt *nd assure tehm we are atlll alive and will be
nouncement of socialist meetings, and warning the h,e^d from ln a short time
owners of halls and theatres what will happen to .Wi*h best wishes to yourself and the comrades 
their property If they let us have It. and Inviting "rihe D" R C' Tours for socialism,
the soldiers not to allow u, to hold open-air meet- R. B. RUBE ELL.
** Secretary Mankoba Provincial Executive.

We were also advised not to hold the 
meeting. However. we turned up at 3 p.m. on the 
Sunday and were refused the theatre. The soldiers 

out in full force, about 3,000 strong. We then 
decided to hold the meeting in the Market Square. 
When we got there the soldiers had marched there 
and It was clear to us that there 
be trouble.
going to commemorate the death of Liebknecht 
and Luxenburg, and they were filled up with the 
propaganda that all Germans were Huns and they 
would not stand for It The police advised us net 
to start qpd Just then someone hoisted a Union 
Jack and the soldiers started making anyone Who 
looked like a foreigner kiss the flag, and beat them 
up, taking their money off them and kicking them 
Into pulp—then they proceeded to our headquar
ters and broke up all the furniture and smashed 
the windows, etc. They continued this for the rest 
of the evening, breaking up all sorts of places and 
pilfering to a great extent. They then started to 
demand the scalps of Armstrong, Blumenberg, Rus
sell and Johns, and so the battle continued. It 
started again on Monday, still demanding the blood 
of the above comrades. The police stood aside and 
let them do as they damn-well please. However, 
It Is clear to me that they had been well instructed 
not to touch the English-speaking gyig, for If they 
had been eager to get me or any of the ethers, they 
knew where to come, as 1 was at work every day 
In the Labor Temple and also on the streets, but 
their whole efforts were directed towards the aliéna 

On Monday they went to Swift’s plant and de- 
ded all aliens to be fired, and the

were
issued a proclamation to that 

effect, and, as expected, our noble labor aldermen 
have issued a signed statement to the prem, 
that the 'riots 
and for that r

was going to 
It had been told them that We were

'

«■4SI

ippress us
carry on, 

shackles, "and you do
wny, until

m

4

Give our best wishes to the comrades on the

However, it will soon cool off and then we will be 
ablo to get at them and give them the truth, ex- WUiP. &—Good reporta from Toronto and u-Ktrtiii 

‘ them later.
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The ways of diplomacy are inscrutable indeed "
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Kolchak’s Rule M SiberiaTwo Sides of the'Shield
s9•**r ':v I ^

lGeorge v. Lomonssoff, lately director of to*. and “chosen leaders”
The traveller who enters ' communist Hungary 6ailway, Department of the Russian Soviet Bureau originate, 

with the idea of identifying Bolshevism* with an- 1 nited State8> h“ 2?Veft ,or Russia to I know Kolcha^r personally.- He is an outspoken \
«rchy, is destined to a crescendo of disappointment. undcrtalte the taak of reorganizing the railway sy-* monarchist, deeply convinced that the Russian 
There is in Europe today no city more monotonous- 8tem u“der the Soviet (ÿX-emment. In Russian People can be ruled only with an iron f^t and
|y orderly than Budapest. politics he was a Social Revolutionary and, as such, without sentimental or “democratic” scruples. He

The essential difference between Russia and Hun- °PPORed the Bolshevik,, but for some considerable is a very able man, and relentless, which makes him 
gary lies in the fact that the Hungarian workers time’. baa onc tbyir most vigorous sup- much more dangerous.
were from the first united. There are no Menshe- P0*16”-—Editons*" Note.] , The America^ press today is swamped with pro-
▼iki and no Social Revolutionaries in Hungary. The _ _ . * * # * paganda depicting Kolchak as the very incarnation
result is that there has been no attempt at sabo- A T the W of March> 1918> at the time when I of democratic ideals. Apparently without
tage by the intellectuals. Never was an overturn had n A “ yet broken with the so-called Em- scnsc ot humor, the press dispatches state that the
accomplished. With less terror than this of the Rjin- ba*"sy of -Bakhmeteff and when nothing was known Allied Governments are prepared to recognize Ad-
garian government. All the world now knows how of E“^And's active interference in Russian affairs, miral Kolchak as the all-Russian authority because 
the revolution was accomplished. Instead of dis- a "^‘known Russian General, Dobrjansky, called present Government of Russia is not ■mt 
order and riots and bloodshed, wonderful to state, ̂  me at Washington with his aide-decamp, Captain fjeiently democratic.institution to warrant reooani-
thc result was a sudden extinction of the old jingo ,rtim' onc of my former students. The had just Bon. Once more the press dispatches count *
passion and a welling forth of a new passion fo> arnvcd from London in company with an English tk ability of the public to forget facts Some ncr 
brotherhood. Bela Kun states, “We don’t ri» * Lord, whose name I cannot recall, and in a few days , sons» however, will remember that when th* * 
about boundaries. AH our hopes' are in the reuses ,bey were t0 f°r Vladivostok. After a lengthy ^^d Russian Government first was oroani 
and the possibility of brotherhood. The boundaries foreword- they explained to me that the Allies had ^th Kolchak as a part of it, it contained m hi 
of our republic will be coterminous with "the boon- decided, as a counter-balance to the Soviet Govern- belonging to some moderate .Socialist prouns™ aT 
daries of the proletariat.” ment, to create in Siberia a third Provisional though these groups were bitterly opposed t th

Naturally, not everything is perfect in this new, 0overnment with Admiral Kolchak at its head, and Bolshevik! they did not suit Admiral Kolchak* 
state. Praetieally banking busj*ess has stopped, zthey offcred me the post of Minister of Ways of notions of democracy. Kolchak brutallv arrested 
except for the drawing of smsR checks, up to 2000 Communication in that Government. members of his own so-called Government ?
Kr-, for personal use, or eh*;4s for the payment of At that time innumerable more or less fantastic them Ayksentiev and Zenzinov. 
wages. International business and trading in for- sehemes and plots to aid the Russian counter-rev- Kolchak’s rule in Siberia has beenmarked h 
rign exchange are past An unpleasant feature to olutlonists were already the order of the day in palling brutality and organized terr L h, 
the capitalists, is thtf law governing the coming certain circles, and I did not pay particular atten- which the most exaggerated stories sbo t Ik p j » 
Soviet election, jft these elections only working tion to th“ Proposition. Declining the offer, I told Terror in Russia dwindle into siunifT • ? r 
people can vote ; no capitalist will be allowed to the gentlemen that their scheme was impossible, prove this one need not rely upon stat <MaCC’ To 

a ballot The daily papers have been turned fnd that an attempt to realize it would lead to noth- Bolshevist sources. Sufficient eviden^T * r°m 
Into Oaselfas which devote interminable columns but greater chaos. To this Captain Martini re- peered in publications pronounced! v h!!n *! !£ 
to the rklBeta and legislation of the new govern- Pbed hotly that the British Government had de- Russian Soviet Go ' 1 e o the

cided to support by all means and methods the The March issue of the Red Cross M 
M. N. Brailsford says in “The New Republic,” Government which they were to create, even to printed a horrible story of a train of d îh**1”* 

-Communism *■ I seen it in Hungary, is a ““ding an army of a million men. Therefore, the taming hundreds of prisoners taken hv *tkr
principle of constructive order.----- Two able men, 8UCeess of the enterprise was fully guaranteed. In chak forces who were dragged from ' * ^ ° ‘
«ne of them an historian of European repute, the Proof of this, Egypt and India were brought to my Siberia to the other end until they suceTVi r “ 
other a statesman of equal note, both in the old attention as examples. 1 refused the offer a second hunger, cold and m e rom
days opponents of Socialism, said to me.......  'The time, hut Captain Martini did not surrender and in- A most interesting contribution to th

Xnrope: It can si»ted that I should meet the English Lord some- aeterization of the present rule in Sibe • * C ^
■ever be restored.’ If freedom is eclipsed for a where on neutral territory. I refused the third time, found in the June issue of Hearst’s hf”* r
moment, tile deetrnetion of the capitalist system and finally; and owing to the multitude of events is written by an American Armv int .f**”11*- ,
amtes for the first time in a modern state the only that followed, I had forgotten the incident entirely, ficer. He fraiAly admits that 95 ne * lgence, °Y~ 
«audition under which real freedom is conceivable Later, when Kolchak appeared on the political People in Siberia are Bolsheviki and^lhat th!
----- Hungary builds upon ruins, but the authors of stage as the “selected” leader of the “All-Russian counter-revolutionists are able to keen them d *
the detsrnction were the makers of the war. To Committee of Restoration of Russia,” and now that only by methods of extreme brutality. He sneak! 
chaos and despair a living idea has brought the desperate attempts are being made to make him °* oases where Kolchak’s Cossacks flogsrrd nconi* 
stimnlous of a creative^hope ^ appear the standard-bearer of democracy and the *nto unconseiouaness with iron rods. He gives in-

* * * chosen leader of the Russian people, I recall that stances of indiscriminate executif* of people who
incident, and I place it before you as an illustration dared to voice their protest aggfojt the regime of 

Secretary Lansing has issued a statement in °* the way in which “All-Russian Governments” Admiral Kolchak.
Paris that “In view of the fact that the people of c 
Finland have established a representative govern- “ 
ment, the Government of the United States of 
America declares that ft recognises the

IK
of the Russian peopleHUNGARY.
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Recently some self-styled representatives of Rus
sian Co-operatives in the United Sûtes came out 

General Mannerheim, the present usurper of for the recognition of Kolchak. But the chairman
Finland, has arranged satisfactorily with the Al- of the American Committee of Russian Co-ope ra

ment so constituted as the de facto government of liaa and in consequence, an invading force of 50,000 tives, who is opposed to the Bolsheviki and there- 
an independent Finland.” has been organized and naval skirmishes are be- fore can not be regarded as biased in this matter

The Government so recognised invited the Her- ginning between the Red navy and the Entente Mates that in coming ont for Kolchak the repre- 
man armies into Finland and Inter invited • Oer- warships in the Finnish Gulf. According to the senUtives of Siberian co-operatives in no way re- 
man in as king. As for atrocities, 90,000 workers New York Globe, “The presence of the Entente presented the opinions of the Siberian co-opera- 
were arrested by the White Gnard government. Of warships off the Finnish and Esthonian coasts is tives, and that the Siberian co-operative movement 
these, between 15,000 end 20,000 were shot in edd b7 no means to be regarded as provocatory or orna- if it w ere not for the terrorism practised by thé 

fit five months net less than 13,000 human mental. It should be realized that the Finnish Kolchak Government, would certainly be the first 
beings, and probably more than 18,000 were starved «>“* would lie hopelessly exposed to the Bolshevi^ to oppose his recognition. Yet the fact remains 
to death. A writer m a recent number of “The Mvy b™t for the protectory presence of the foreign that the Allied Governments, according to reliable 
New Statesman" estimates that the White Terror warships.” dispatches, are on the verge of offering Kolchak
In Finland “destroyed some 30.000 lives, as com- What is back Of all this is, that 'capitalistic gov- recognition.
pared with the 1000 destroyed during the Red Ter- eminent* ar* determined to recognize Only capita- The reasons given for the AlHH opposition to the 

Among the latter are Included many deaths lfatie governments, no matter what crimes they may recognition of the Soviet Government have been, 
for which the brief Red Government was not res- be guilty of. Even the stigma of alliance with the (1) that the Soviet Government is not a democratic 
ponsfble late “enemy” will not bar them from the general form of government, (2) that it maintains itself by

Here fa a government erected bv German bay- family of, capitalistic nations. Road* has com- terroristic methods, and. (3) that H has not the
mitted the unpardonable crime of freeing the support of the Russian people. It is evident that 

In aD history, recognised by the United States and workers and peasants, and that act is infamous in the so-called Kolchak Government fa indisputably
comparison with the wanton and brutal murder of and in the highest ^egree guilty on ail these three 

of the Moodfant 30 000 workingmen. , counts. Somehow, however, it does not seem to
disturb the conscience of those who eomtemplate 
his recognition.

Thé ways of diplomacy are inscrutable indeed.

contract with crime.”

govera-

ror.”

and stained with the most terrible

»•
government that is admittedly
governments m history. Yet it was a French states
man who some months age said with reference to 
Russia that the French Government would not

the “;Finland******• f
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THE RED FLAG

Concerning the “Rate of Exchange”■

An English sovereign weighs 123.27447 grains, specified place the amount named in the bill. The hills against it which they had sold on the exchange 
and being eleven-twelfths fine, contains, therefore, bill would run somewhat as follows: If Paul in market, Owing to the activities of the English " 
113.0016 grains of pure gold. An American dollar New York has sold goods to Peter in London, he cruisers, she had to put back to the States, where 
weighs 25.8 grains, is nine-tenths fine and contains writes on a form for the purpose, something like she was jnterned, and the gold never reached its 
23.22 grains of pure gold. Dividing the quantity of this:" “New York, June 1, 1919. Sixty days from destination. The bankers had to "cover/* that is 
gold in a sovereign by that in a dollar we obtain date pay to Isaac, or order( the sum of 1000 pounds ,to say, to redeem their bills at a loss and, I under- 
the figure 4.8665. This means that-a sovereign, at sterling for value received," adding below.1 "To stand, started a number of law-suits against the 
any time or place, is equal to 4.8665 dollars or that Peter at London," and signs "Paul.** This docu- steamship company, or someone, in which, however, 
10-000 pounds sterling are equal to 48.665 dollars
in gold. Containing at'thev do the same amount which is attached a lull of lading of the goods and Taking another look at today’s quotations I find, 
of the money commodity—^oïd. , other papers, certificates of insurance and whatnot, notwithstanding all this, that they run about 4.60.

Well, then in tonight’s paper I find the follow- the exporter sells to Lsaac, the broker, or to a bank This is a long way from par. to be exact- about 26
doing that sort of business, which thus purchases a cents. This requires some explanation. From whet 
right to have the amount of money mentioned paid has been said it can be readily seen that the main* 
to its order in England. Now then, as English ex- tenance of the rate of exchange at or near par de
porters are at the saine time shipping goods to pends entirety on the condition that gold can be 
America, and creating claims of the same kind, it readily obtained and shipped if necessary. In the 
will lie seen that, provided the claims be equal, no absence of this condition, the rate of exchange may 

rate of exchange V money need pass if the claims can be brought to- fall to any extent. In the earlier years of the war, 
upon which is calculated the price at which paper gether and cancelled. This is done by the broker- in consequence of the enormous shipments to 
on London" is bought and sold, that is to say, that age firms and*banking houses. Europe from America; the stoppage of European
the brokers are today buying and selling com- Now, we have seen that the English sovereign is production and the embargo on gold shipments: 
inercial paper, bills of exchange and drafts pay- equal to 4.8665 dollars. This is called the "par of there occurred on the New York exchange a serious 
able in London at prices calculated on these rates, exchange " and would make the bill we have just fall in the rate of exchange on European countries. 
These rates fluctuate from day to day, and as we mentioned worth $4866.50. The price, however, Sterling falling to something like 4.50. By the 
see, vary in themselves. Before, however, discus- that our exporter will get from the bank will gen- shipment of large quantities of gold, the nur
sing these matters, we shall consider the bill of ex- erally be away from par, and will depend upon a render of American securities held in England and

member of considerations.

i

|

ment, or rather, something to the same effect, to they were unsuccessful.

ing: XNew York Exchange.
NEW YORK. June 14—Commercial 60-day 

bilk on banks 4.59 ; commercial. 60-day bills 
4.583 ; demand 4.611 ; cables 4.621.

These quotations give the

change itself.
International trade resembles any other business

by the establishment of credits in favor of Eng
in the first place it will be discounted according land by the United Skates Government, the rate» 

transaction, in that it is conducted on a money to the standing of the firm upon which it is drawn, Was advanced to a point in the neighborhood of 
basis. If, then, actual payment in money was made and upon the length of time it has to run. For ex- 4.72. where it was maintained, "pegged up" in 
for every purchase it would involve the shipment ample, in today’s quotations we find that 60-day the slang of the "street," by the British Oovem- 
of the money from the debtor to the creditor. There bills on banks are quoted a fraction higher than ment, probably by the purchase of English paper 
would thus be continuous “cross-shipments” of commercial 60-day bills; bills payable on "de- through agents. Since the signing of the Armistice, 
money as well as a continual stream of goods in mand" are higher than those for a given time, however, the rate of exchange on sterling has been 
both directions. This could only be effected at con
siderable trouble and risk", not to speak of expense, graph instead of the mail are higher still. This is because the British Government wishes to increase 
To meet this difficulty, there has been developed a g matter of interest on the money involved; the the exports and to discourage the importa of Bri- 
system by which the greater part of such trails- longer the time the bill baa to run, the more it is tsin, an unfavorable rate of exchange acting as •

species of protection. We are now better able to 
Quite apart, however, from these eonaiderationa understand the effects of a depredation of the

while "cables," that is, bills put through by tele- allowed to sag to where we find it today, largely

actions are effected without the use of money at discounted, 
all., The system of international exchange is not* 
unlike the "clearing" system by which the various which are fairly constant, the rate of exchange is currency due to inflation. These are:

1. —An immediate fall in the rate of exchange for - 
that currency in foreign markets, which

2. —creates a demand for gold which rises to •

banks in a city liquidate the cheques they hold subject to variations from the operation of the law 
against one another, but is complicated by the fact 0f supply and demand, like the price of everything 
that the transactions take place over a greater dis- e|se bought and sold. Any excess of paper on Lon- 
tance, cover longer periods of time and are in terms don appearing on the New York exchange, as premium, causing

against English claims on America will naturally 
The bill of exchange was invented in the middle tend to lower the rate and vice versa by the pres

sure of competition. Now, then these claims rep re- depreciation, 
sent goods or other values and it will be readily 
seen that an excess of English exchange on the New

✓
of different and varying money units. 3. —the disappearance of metallic money.

4. —An advance in prices corresponding to the 
All for this time.ages, when it was not only difficult but exceeding

ly risky to ship money. For instance, a merchant 
in Venice, instead of sending 1000 ducats to Am
sterdam, gave them to a fellow-townsman who had York market is an indication that the "balance of 
dealings with Amsterdam, and who gave him in

GEORDIE.

GERMANY.
trade" is "unfavorable'* to England so far wa 

. excahnge a letter ordering his correspondent at America is concerned, that is, that England is im- 
Amsterdam to pay 1000 ducats to the person who porting more from the United States, than she is ex- temper in Germany is supplied by an appeal td the 
presented the letter. The merchant therefore sim- porting to them. In normal times, this state of af- teachers and pupils in the high schools issued by 
ply sent the letter instead of the money. Later on fairs would have only à slight effect on thc market the new Prussian Ministry of Education. The appeal- 
these documents were made transferable by means M there would be other countries with which Eng- to the teachers, which begins by demanding çfljfc-, 
of endorsement. land would have a favorable balance, and clearing plete scientific impartiality in their teaching and

Payment for goods can be made in such a manner, çould take place by similar," though more com- abstention from all political propaganda, rJhtinues : 
commonly the exporter "draws on" the plicated processes thppgh bills drawn upon them. "The terrible defeat of Germany puts the teachers 

Importer for the agreed amount, that is, he writes Ordinarily, the variations in rate of exchange take to a heavy test of wisdom and a character. They 
an order upon the importer to pay usually at some place within^vtry narrow and well-defined limits, will easily be tempted to nourish-in their pupils ■

As we haYé seen, this method of clearing is only feeling of hatred and vengeance against our 
used to avoid the trouble and risk involved in send- enemies and to believe /hat it is right to awaken 
irtg gold and, as the expenses of sending gold— among thg young a highly developed patriotic sen- 
packing, Insurance, freight and loaa of interest— timent. We must, direct our energies most earnest- 
only amount to about two cents per pound ster- !y against this Xheap kind of patriotism which uses 

* ling. It is obvious, if the rate should vary more the vulgar Impulses for its purposes. Hatred and 
than this in either direction, that it will he profit- vengeam-e must in no circumstances be preached 
able to ship gold. Putting the par of exchange ; to the young—not 
for simplicity, at 4.86, we ahould find gold leaving Aline 
New York for London if the rate rose above 4.88. *the th

A remarkable illustration of the new spirit and
-‘sgs

but more

SOCIALIST PARTY 
OF CANADA

yr.
PROPAGANDA MEETINGS

8UNDAT, ^ »

At 8 p.m. Sharp

when the enemy is openly 
ns wrong. There must be no playing with 
ought of war and vengeance. We must hold 

and coming to New York "from London should, the* fast always to the hope and purpose that some dsy 
rate fall below 4.84. These points are known as hatred between peoples will vanish from the 
the "gold" or "specie points." It is of'very rare earth, and that this war will have been the last of 
occurence that gold is shipped by anejehants in wars. We insist resolutely that the schools «haï! 
payment* such shipments being made by the hanks never again become centres of persecution and the 
in order to establish credits against which bills eàn glorification of war.” The appeal desires that 
be drawn. It will he remembered that, on the eve teachers should not regard themselves as set in 

’ of the great war, the Kronprinxeerin Cecilie left authority over their pupils, but at least, in their 
New York caryyimg several millions «in gold for official relations with their pupils, they should ai- 
Europe. The bànkers sending this geld had drawn low them freedom of speech and of conviction.
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